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ROLE OF CULTURAL LINGUISTICS IN THE PROCESS OF PROFESSIONAL 
TRAINING OF FUTURE TEACHERS

Urgency of the research. The need to 
define the role of cultural linguistics in 
professional training of teachers with the aim 
of finding new methods of cultural linguistics 
competence formation of students and 
preschool children.

Target setting. The value of the study of 
linguistics in the process of professional 
preparation of future teachers requires special 
attention and theoretical justification to 
concretize the components of linguistic and 
cultural competence. 

Actual scientific researches and issues 
analysis. Cultural linguistics was researched 
by the following scientists: N. N. Boldyriev, 
L. I. Matsko, Yu. A. Rudenko, O. O. Selivanova 
and others. 

The research objective. We aim to 
outline the methodological issues related to 
teaching of cultural linguistics as a science 
that explores specifics of culture images 
representation in the native language 
semantics. The main theoretical basis of 
cultural linguistics introduction in the process 
of professional training of future specialists of 
preschool education have been defined; 
importance of linguistic and cultural 
competence formation of future teachers for 
their professional growth and formation of 
professional skills has been proved. 

The statement of basic materials.
From the point of view of modern linguistic 
methodology, theoretical and practical value 
of cultural linguistics as a science that 
investigates culturally marked language units 
for the process of professional training of 
future specialists of preschool education has 
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been analyzed. Cultural linguistic teaching 
becomes of particular importance in the 
process of professional training of students 
majoring in “Preschool education” 
(specialization: foreign language), because 
they face the challenge to master the skills of 
intercultural communication, and thus acquire 
intercultural communicative competence.

Conclusions. Teaching cultural 
linguistics in the process of professional 
training of future teachers meets the 
requirements of modern cultural-oriented 
language education and promotes awareness 
of students as to the peculiarities of 
interrelation of language and culture, 
mastering a set of core linguistic and cultural 
concepts, formation of a multicultural 
linguistic individual.

Keywords: linguistics culturology, the 
professional training of the future educators, 
lingvo-cultural competence of preschool 
educator specialist.
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Slovnyk terminiv mizhkul`turnoyi komunikaciyi

Lingvokul'turologija
Lingvokul`turologichna kompetentnist` yak fenomen teoriyi i 

prakty`ky`  profesijnoyi pidgotovky` majbutnikh vy`khovateliv ditej doshkil`nogo viku
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Ukrayins`ka lingvokul`turologiya

Pidgotovka majbutnikh fahivciv doshkil`noyi osvity` do profesijnoyi 
diyal`nosti

`
` Ukrayins`ka mova v osvitn`omu prostori 

Kul`turologichny`j pidhid do rozvy`tku uvy`raznennya movlennya 
majbutnikh vy`khovateliv

Suchasna lingvisty`ka : napryamy` ta problemy

Lingvokul`turologiya yak vazhly`vy`j napryam navchannya inozemny`h
mov profesijnogo spilkuvannya 

81`25:[811.111:004]:811.161.2

TRANSLATION MODEL OF ENGLISH COMPUTER TERMS INTO UKRAINIAN
LANGUAGE

-

-

Urgency of the research. Progressing 
computerization processes are increasingly 
filling the scientific, technical and living 
spaces of modern man. That's why there was a 
need for an adequate translation of computer-
themed texts from one language to another. 
Because most of the computer environment 
terminology is developed in English, so how 
we study and live in Ukraine, That's why for us 
the problem of translating the terms of 
computer technology from English into 
Ukrainian is actual. This is especially required 
by the translation of literature from 
information and communication technologies, 
translation of the interface of software 
products, technical documentation, etc.


